
LOCKING YOUR WALL IS EASY!

Prevent the unauthorized use of your Traverse Wall with our revolutionary 

Mat Locking® System.  This CORDLESS version is so easy to use!  Simply 

hang the nylon webbing loops onto the specially-designed holds, push 

up the red security latch and lock it with a few turns of the security 

bolt.  Mats velcro to one another and attach to the base of the wall 

with nylon tabs.  Our “No Climbing” decal is printed on the outer side 

to serve as a notice that the wall is closed.  Installation required.
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3. Upgrade with 
SideLock™ holds

Add extra security to the Mat Locking® 
System with our new Sidelock™ 
holds.  This patent-pending 
upgrade locks each end of your 
system and prevents someone 
from climbing in between the 
mats and the closed climbing 
wall.  Loops on the sides of 
each end mat attach to an 
additional Mat Locking Hand 
Hold for complete closure of 
your wall.

Cordless
Mat Locking System®

patent pending

Unless noted, all vinyl is Fire  Retardant 

and meets the NFPA-701 (National Fire 

Protection Association) and CSFM 

(California State Fire Marshal) standards.  

All mats exceed minimum performance 

requirements of ASTM F2440-04 

Standard Specification for Indoor Wall/

Feature Padding.

















































































































 
 
December 2, 2008 
 
Mr. Robin Peterson 
Shaw/Stewart Lumber  
645 Johnson Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55413 
 
 
Re: Dricon® FRT Wood 
 
 
Dear Robin, 
 
I am sending this letter to your attention confirming that the Dricon® chemical does not 
ever leave the Dricon® lumber and plywood once it has been kiln dried at the treatment 
plant.  The chemical is actually dissolved into hot water and then pressure injected into 
the wood.   
 
Kiln drying then drives off the excess water leaving the dried chemical behind in the 
wood cells and fiber.  The chemical is then trapped in the treated material, and has no 
means of leaving the wood, and will remain in it for the life cycle of the wood. 
 
I hope this letter will clarify any issues you have related to our product and or its’ 
composition.  Please call if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Bill Thomas 
Technical Coordinator 
Fire Retardants 
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